Welcome to Hettich Australia
Product highlights and eServices
Drawer systems

As diverse as life itself.
Hettich has the right drawer system for any type of furniture. For the kitchen and bathroom, bedroom and living room and for the office of course. Discover intelligent systems that are ingeniously practical.
Sturdy, smooth-running and convenient. The extensive range of accessories will impress you too.
Making a mark of distinction: ArciTech and InnoTech Atira

ArciTech and InnoTech Atira: two systems that let you put a mark of distinction on your kitchen, bathroom and living room – thanks to the cost effective platform concept. ArciTech sets new standards in drawers with luxurious running action and exceptional stability.

InnoTech Atira is synonymous with quality, immense practicality and cleverly designed interior organisation.

**ArciTech**

- Incredibly smooth running action: Quiet and gentle, perfectly balanced movement cycle.
- Exceptional stability: To cope with any demand, in the 40, 60 and 80 kg loading categories.
- Incredibly broad product line up based on a single platform: With a range of colour options available.

**InnoTech Atira**

- Striking lines on the outside, intelligent organisation inside: Interior organisation options make it possible to divide up storage space in drawers of all sizes.
- Quality built on precision: Clear cut styling meets tried and proven technology. InnoTech Atira comes with clean cut contours full of character and excels on performance.
- A practical highlight behind every front: Versatile interior organisers utilise every inch of storage space.
Hinges

Innovation as a pivotal issue.
Hinges from Hettich are at the heart of good doors. Unbeatable solutions for any range of furniture. Reliable, durable and in a quality you can’t fail to notice. With clever mounting and adjustment options. Added convenience with Silent System for quiet closing.
Convenient and versatile: Sensys and Intermat

Fast-assembly hinges Sensys and Intermat are particularly simple to install and adjust with effortless ease. With integrated Silent System, the award winning Sensys hinge has changed the world of hinges. Together with Intermat, both hinges provide solutions for virtually any application.

Sensys helps to bring a look of harmony to your furniture. The hinge’s multiple award winning design is not only ideal for complementing your furniture from a practical aspect but also in terms of aesthetic appeal.

Sensys

Excellent Silent System performance:
On small and on large, heavy doors.

Unmatched self closing angle:
Doors close by themselves from an angle of approx. 35°.

Ideal soft close function:
Over a particularly wide temperature range of + 5 °C to + 40 °C.

Intermat

Ergonomic snap on assembly system:
Fast, easy, ingenious.

Various mounting options:
For made to measure face angles and opening angles.

Silent System is easily retrofitted:
Simply clip on, screw on or attach to the hinge cup.
Sliding & Folding door systems

Ergonomically designed sliding door furniture. Sliding doors provide the key to picking up on modern, spacious interior design and continuing it in furniture. Large surface doors create purist interiors, especially with flush fitting sliding door systems. Open sliding doors don't get in the way where space is at a premium. Open doors on wall units are not likely to leave you injured. Sliding doors are also easy to open without stretching or dodging out the way.
Getting things moving in furniture design: Sliding door systems from Hettich

Sliding door systems from Hettich impress with a wide range of applications, excellent running performance, modern soft closing systems, fast, easy installation and adjustment functions. The working components are discreetly hidden inside the furniture.

TopLine

- **TopLine XL:** For particularly large doors weighing up to 80 kg.
- **TopLine L:** System for a wide range of applications and ultimate convenience.
- **TopLine M:** The alternative to hinged doors on carcases of identical design.

SlideLine and SysLine

- **SlideLine M:** Practical design element.
- **SlideLine 55 Plus:** Convenience with a host of design options.
- **SysLine S:** Hidden technology that is whisper quiet.
Interior fittings
For any living space

Hettich takes the effort out of accessing cabinet contents. Innovative ideas, ergonomic, convenient designs and reliable technology provide ways of making effective use of storage space in wall and base units, even narrow ones. Boosting the convenience value of furniture doesn't take much. A large range of interior storage systems for a wide variety of applications in any living area.

Kitchen

The 2-tier pull out system is the perfect solution for utilising small spaces in the kitchen.

Bathroom

Efficient solution for base cabinets Full-extension runners with integrated Silent System the contents of the pull-out drawer is easily accessible.

Wardrobe

TopLine L takes tomorrow’s design to any bedroom. Offering a wide range of design options, TopLine L turns dreams into reality.

Waste systems and storage
Innovative storage solutions

Contemporary designed pullout systems that combine functionality with conventional waste sorting and storage for cleaning products. These storage solutions suit within a range of areas in your home - kitchen, bathroom, laundry.

Kitchen

The practical ArciTech Pull waste system has integrated Silent System available in a range of various bin sizes from 5 to 42 litres.

Bathroom

InnoTech Atira utilises every inch of space under the sink to allow plumbing to be directed through the allowed space.

Laundry

The hidden lightweight storage hamper is ideal to sort your whites from colours, with the durable baskets.
The way we perceive an object or environment largely depends on the lighting situation. Does a space look interesting or monotonous, inviting or oppressive or homely? Light creates the mood. Light can be used to give a space a very personal stamp, make it look bigger and upgrade its practical and aesthetic value.

**Lighting in furniture**

**Magic lights**

The way we perceive an object or environment largely depends on the lighting situation. Does a space look interesting or monotonous, inviting or oppressive or homely? Light creates the mood. Light can be used to give a space a very personal stamp, make it look bigger and upgrade its practical and aesthetic value.

### Accent lighting

The dining table is bathed in gentle light for a leisurely dinner. In the background, accent lighting creates a captivating sense of depth.

### Functional lighting

Neutral white light is the best for kitchen working areas. The colours and fine structures of food can be seen best in this light.

### Orientation lighting

By changing lighting scenarios, similar rooms acquire a different look and feel. Decorative elements such as backlit picture frames unfold their effect.

**ProDecor Handles**

**Inspired by Life**

Trends change the world. They are the result of constant new directions in society and technology. Trends express personality. The ProDecor handle collection from Hettich provides the basis for individualising furniture in line with the latest trends.

### New Modern

Clear, reduced styling makes the ProDecor handles from the New Modern trend truly unmistakable.

### Deluxe

Shining metals, combinations with black, white or gold as well as linear or dynamic shapes define the exquisite design.

### Organic

Soft and organic lines are the mark of ProDecor handles from the Organic range.

### Folk

Strikingly different and expressive in shape, surface and material.
Expertise to take with you: Hettich eService

Hettich App:
View the latest brochures, trend reports, videos or Hettich Showroom or Distributor – you can now get them even easier and faster.

Configurator:
Hettich's configurators assist with the selection of products quickly and conveniently. An assistant guides you through each configuration stage.

Online catalogue:
Our online catalogue allows you to gather information on Hettich products and prices, order the products you have chosen and access CAD drawings through HettCAD 24 hours a day.

Click www.hettich.com.au to navigate to the online catalogue. Once you have registered, you can use the comprehensive range of functions and all services.

HettCAD:
This tool lets you import 2D and 3D drawings from the Hettich online catalogue into your own CAD system. Unclear positioning points and dimensions can be defined here with precision.
Five functional areas: Intelligent Kitchens Concept

The Intelligent Kitchens concept makes good kitchens better.

Hettich’s Intelligent Kitchens concept helps with planning a kitchen that’s user-friendly, efficient and enjoyable to work in. There are three important points to bear in mind when planning a kitchen:

· Keep the distances short
· Get the ergonomics right
· Take advantage of today’s brilliant internal fittings

Working with the five functional areas, the planning concept helps to produce a layout that keeps distances short and workflows smooth. It also identifies intelligent storage solutions for each area. Hettich’s functional fittings are key elements in an intelligent, user-friendly kitchen. They help to ensure good ergonomics, efficient storage and easy access.
Intelligent Storage Solutions

Create a great kitchen experience!

ArciTech pot & pan drawer with OrgaStore 400

Pot & pan drawer with non-slip coating

Keep distances short!

ArciTech internal drawers with DesignSide, white

Base unit pull out

Get the ergonomics right!

ArciTech pot & pan drawer with OrgaStore 400, silver

ArciTech drawer with OrgaTray 570, silver

Take advantage of today's wide range of innovative fittings!

ArciTech pot & pan drawer with OrgaStore 810, silver

ArciTech pot & pan drawer with DesignSide, silver
Pots and pans

- LeMans corner unit swivel pull-out

Crockery and cutlery

- ArciTech internal drawers with DesignSide, anthracite
- ArciTech pot & pan drawer with OrgaStore 820, walnut
- InnoTech Atira pot & pan drawer with OrgaStore 410, silver
- ArciTech drawer with OrgaTray 600, silver
- ArciTech Pull waste bin system, silver

Cleaning agents and waste

- ArciTech pot & pan drawer with OrgaStore 400, silver
- ArciTech drawer with OrgaTray 600, white
- InnoTech Atira drawer with Banio, white
Technology for Furniture: The Hettich Group

Quality
Established expertise for superior products.

Innovation
Hettich products have always played a defining part in furniture-making.

Closeness to customers
Our focus is on your needs.

Reliability
Quality and continuity give our customers certainty and peace of mind.

The Hettich Group
Hettich is one of the world’s largest manufacturers of furniture fittings. Every day, over 6,000 members of staff take up the challenge of developing intelligent technology for furniture. A family-owned business, Hettich is at home in Kirchlengern, Germany. This is where ideas are born for furniture fittings we shape today and tomorrow with.

Technology for furniture is what we’re experts in. And our passion. Hettich products set standards in the functionality, quality and convenience of furniture. We are a strong, reliable partner to the furniture and domestic appliance industry, to specialist retailers and the trades as well as to the DIY segment. With corporate values that bring success to us all: quality, innovation, closeness to customers and reliability.
Globally close

Welcome to Hettich.

Hettich is best discovered at Hettich. Technik für Möbel – a fascinating world we'd like to take you through. Contact one of our showrooms, a Hettich dealer or Endorsed Showroom – or if you are in Germany visit our operations in Kirchlengern and Vlotho. We look forward to seeing you.
New South Wales
1 Herbert Place
SMITHFIELD NSW 2164
P: (02) 9616 7700

Western Australia
33 Lancaster Road
WANGARA WA 6065
P: (08) 9217 9500

Victoria
Unit 21, 270 Ferntree Gully Road
NOTTING HILL VIC 3168
P: (03) 9874 6602

Queensland
Unit 1 & 2, 544 Kessels Road
MACGREGOR QLD 4109
P: (07) 3251 8600

South Australia
Unit 5, 59 Main North Road
MEDINDIE GARDENS SA 5081
P: (08) 8269 3118

www.hettich.com.au